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MIKE CHAMPLEY
383 VOTES

DEBORAH DUKE
437 VOTES

SAM GALLUCCI
501 VOTES

TERRENCE GORSKI
302 VOTES

TINA KOSZYK
452 VOTES

ANDREA LEWIT
413 VOTES

VAL ERIE NELSON
38 1 VOTES

ROGER PRETZEL
372 VOTES

KEN ROSENBURG
411 VOTES

DORIS SINWELL
354 VOTES

GAIL STERZEL
388 VOTES

ANDREW ZELASKO
365 VOTES

PROGRESS SWEEPS!
- But Election Results may be con tested!
(more next issue)
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IMPEACHMENT?
Not for Rei ch!

COREY'S
CORNER
HOWARD MILLER
God bless Howard Miller .
Who, ladies and gentlemen, boys and
girls of this great nation, dares to
"stand up and be counted" in these
trying times?
Who tells everyone that he is proud
to wave the American flag, while
others haul it down and desecrate it ,
during these trying times?
Who sincerely peddles a way of life
based on the fear of "the world-wide
conspiracy ' ' - for only a hundred grand
a year?
"God bless America, land that I
love . .. "
Who was suspended from a radio
station for allegedly making inflammatory remarks during the April disorders
following Dr. King's death? And which
rock station so courageously returned
this courageous man to the airwaves
after a six-month layoff? A bold move
to make , WCFL, especially since this
this crusading individual had only the
highest ratings in the city.
Yes, ladies and gentlemen , you really
missed something when the White
Knight of the anti-bussers returned
last month. He placed a stirring call
to the great mayor of our great city ,
who welcomed Howard back and reassured everyone that his great slate
of candidates would sweep the election . And Howard concluded an inspirational monologue of his own with
" The more you wave the American
flag, the more I like it.''
"O beautiful , for spacious skies , for
amber waves of grain . .. ' '
A couple of weeks ago, Sir Howard

appeared before a packed auditorium
in Wright College with Jay Miller, the
executive director of the Illinois chapter of_ the American Civil Liberties
Union . Howard said, ''The family
name is our only similarity.' ' He was
right. Jay Miller said, "The First
Amendment (freedom of speech) is the
most crucial thing to a demo c rat i c
society.''
The idol of the northwest side spoke
for twenty minutes, and was interrupted by cheers and applause seventeen
times. Jay Miller was also interruptedby boos and jeers, accompanied by
flag waving.
"0 say does tha-at Star Spang-gledBa-a-ne-er ye-et wa-ave . . . ? "
Mr. Right not only denouneed the
"world-wide conspiracy" but also
asked, "What is free speech and what
is treason?" (Cheers .) And poignantly
removing his glasses, he questioned
demonstrators' motives with, "Is this
dissent, ladies and gentlemen , or is
this anarchy?' ' (shouts-'' Anarchy I''
Flag waving.)
" . .. and to the republic, for which
it stands ... "
Mr. Miller received one of the largest
cheers when he explained why he
wasn ' t racially prejudiced. "The
blacks are more loyal to America than
college professors, for example."
For more thought-provoking pearls of
wisdom, and a guiding light out of the
depths of despair in these trying times,
turn to WCFL, Monday through Friday ,
from 6 to 10 a .m.-because .. .
" . . HIS TRUTH IS MARCHING
ON."

CONCERT BAND
OPENS SEASON
The Northeastern Illinois State College Copcert Band will perform its
first concert of the school year, Wednesday, November 6th at 8:00 p .m. in
the College Auditorium . Admission is
free . Students and faculty are invited
to attend.
For the first time the concert band
will feature a guest conductor, the distinguished Mr. Glenn Cliffe Bainum,

"Youth Opera"
presented for
second time
College students are invited to see
and hear the grand opera performance
of Stravinsky's double-bill, "Oedipus
Rex" and "Le Rossignol" on Tuesday,
December 3 at 7:00 P.M. at Chicago's
Opera House, featuring the Regular
Lyric Opera casts. Lyric and the Chicago Junior Association of Commerce
and Industry are presenting the "Youth
Opera" events for the second year for
college students.
Reserved seat tickets will be available to college students through music
or English departments of colleges and
should be ordered now from the Chicago Jaycees: Mr. K.E. Roberts, 8th
floor, 430 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611. Tickets will
be $2.50 for the main floor and box
seats, $2.00 for the first balcony, and
$1. 50 for the upper balcony. (Tic k et
prices for regular performances range
from $3.50 to $14.00). Student identification cards will be required at the
door.
The Sears-Roebuck Foundation, which
sponsored the first college student perf or man c e in 1966 , will once again
underwrite the college performance .

director emeritus of Northeastern University Bands. Mr. Bainum will conduct three compositions of various
types; Australian Up-Counter Song, by
Percy Grainger, Virginia, a Southern
Rhapsody, by Haydan Wood, and the
Southerner, a march by Russell Alexander.
· Mr. Bainum is one of the most famous and experienced band conductors
of today . Since his retirement he has
been in constant demand throughout
the continental United States and
Hawaii as guest director for music
clinics, camps, and contests .
In this capacity Mr. Bainum directed
the band at the summer music camp in
Bemidji, Minnesota for the past sixteen years, fourteen of which were
with Dr. Gangware before his move to
N. I. S. C . His rehearsals with the
N. l.S.C. Band have been most enjoyed
by the band and stimulating to all.
The music played by the band includes all types from the traditional
overture to the contemporary Choral
and Alleluia by Howard Hanson. It is
hoped that all students will take this
opportunity of hearing the college band
and to see them under the direction of
Mr. Glenn Cliffe Bainum .

North Park Gets
Sand Pipers
The North Park College Student Association announced this· week that it
will be presenting the Sandpipers in
concert this Friday, November 8, at
8:00 p.m.
T icket prices are $3 .50, $3.00, and
$2. 50, available either by mail or at
the door. The performance will be held
in the gymnasium/ auditorium, at the
corner of Foster and Kedzie avenues .

Jc

...

.

As reported here in our last issue, a
m o t ion was made at the October 10
Senate meeting to consider for impeachment Senate President Brian A. Reich .
The meeting, a committee of the whole,
decided to consider the issue at its
next session , on Oct. 17.
At that time, dissent to the motion was
brought forth by Senator Alan Wilson .
Refer r ing to Senator Dennis P . Martin's initial request that Reich be
considered for impeachment, Wi 1son
called the proposal "asinine" .
After heated debate, a vote was taken to determine whether or not an impeachment trial should be held for
Reich. Three senators, Kirk , Kessler,
and Martin, were in favor. As a result,
the motion for an impeachment tr i a 1
was defeated .
'' One studen t was not happy with
what I was doing, so he decided he'd
say he was impeaching me'', m us e d
the u n discouraged Reich atter the
meeting. ''The motion to him meant
nothing, because at the end he wanted ·
to withdraw it." However , Reich's
respect for Sen. Martin was untouched .
"I respect him for his ab i 1 it y" , explained Reich in reference to Martin's
other activities with the Senate.
Alan Wilson, however , had much
stronger feelings. "The thought was
awfully juvenile", he claimed. "When
we're trying to do something for the
Senate we get people like · this who do
nothing but disrupt. This is nothing but
high school politics ."
As the Senate moved toward the conclusion of election procedures last
week, Reich, with his new confirmation of power, began to reapply himself
to the goals he set for his administration.
"I have a kind of three point program," he indicated . First, he feels
very strongly that the present Senate
constitution must be fulfilled .
Second, he sees a definite need for a

new constitution to add new powers
and clear up the various flaws in the
old document.
Third, Reich senses the need for
"Getting together responsible people
performing ·in a cohesive manner, to
find out what situations exist, and to
fulfill the majority attitude toward
them . "

.
•

•

Reich - Can he reunite Senate?

If a majority of the student body
wants something, according to Brian,
they should have it. " We must show ",
he e xplained , " that we want to work
with the students, whether they want
flags in every classroom, or swasticas
for that matter. ' '
How hard is Reich willing to work
toward the fulfillment of his goals?
"I'll care if you care" , he concluded.

''68 BEEHIVE IS
BIGGER AND BETTER
You thought the '67 BEEHIVE yearbook was fan ta s fi c? You ain't seen
nothin ' yet, according to Jim Foley ,
humble editor of the '68 masterpiece.
Slightly larger than 1 as t year's book,
the 68 'er features a rearranged protocal-the graduates come first. ''The
yearbook is put together mainly for the
graduates", Jim exp 1 a in e d, "So we
felt they should be first. It's never
been done before''.
That ' s not the only change that loyal
Beehive fans will spot this year.
"We've tried to give the whole book a
more informal look'', indicated Foley.
Beaming at the product he and a staff
of six were able to assemble under the
guidance of moderator Mr. Fritzmann,
Jim modestly proclaims, "We just try

...

to be better every year!''
Incredible though it ma y sound , there
is one problem faced by the 68 Beehive.
Many people don't bothe r to pick theirs
up . Valued at several dollars, NISC's ·
Beehive is, as always, free. Free to
the extent that every NISC student is
welcomed to the Beehive office for his
copy at no charge. Ultimately, though,
the money comes from Student Fees ,
which is the $20 activity fee paid by
each student. So, although everyone
pays for a book, not everyone bothers
to pick one up. This ye a r, however,
due to a saturation ad camp aign, the
problem is not expected to be serious.
So when is BEEHIVE coming? Dis tribution will occur between Thanksgiving and Christmas.
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The Fourth
Chicago International
nov.9

The youn1 film-makers have
somethin1 to say! Their new approac h , developina techni c al
skills and areas of concern are
comprehensively displayed in this
screening of the finalists in our
lnternaUonal Student Film Competition.
All tickets for this proaram: $1.50

saturday

film.festival

1-4pm

9 pm

Student FIims, Part One

An Evening with
Mervyn LeRoy

Opening Night:

Second section of the finalists in
the lnternahonal Student Film
Competition .
All tickets for this prOQram. $1.50

nov.10

Speclat tribute presentation and
appearance of Mr. Mervyn LeRoy
- America's great producer/ director. Hi1hli1hts from the film
classics of Mr . LeRoy will be
shown includin1: Little Caesar,
I Am A Fu1itive From A Chain
Gang, The Wizard ol Oz, Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo, Quo Vadis,
Mister Roberts, and Gypsy.
Black Tie $15 per person
Reception to follow

1-4pm

7pm

Student Fllma, Part Two

Canada: Part 1

ol lllcLaNn"

Norman McLaren's experimental
productions have aained him
world-wide tame. He is a visionary poet, master of technique,
and creative animator. Among his
award winning films which will be
shown: Neighbours, 1952 Oscarwinner; Blinkity Blank, winner at
Cannes, and his latest masterpiece, Pas de Oeux.
Tickets: $2.50 _per proaram/$6
for Series.

nov.11
monday
3pm
Come L'Amore
(Uk■ Love)
Italy B IW 90 Min.

tuesday
r

\,

A four-part tribute to 30 years'
extraordinary work of the Canadian National Film Board.

A four -part tribute to 30 years'
extraordinary work of the Canadian National Film Board .

The most exciting and ambitious
films produced for industry screening of the finalists of the
Industrial Film Category.
·
Tickets complimentary by 'reservation .

~
12 Noon

3pm

lnduatrlal FIim Flnallsta

No Vlatnam■M
Evar Called Me Nigger
United States B/ W 85 Min .

nov.14
thursday
3pm
Clown■

On The Wall

Hungary B/W 74 Min.

-

1.Ehl ■R1

JI .·g,.1,~, _.t.r II
TIIDN-TI

5pm

friday
5pm

7:30pm
ProtHt
YUlil:OSfavia B/ W 90 Min.

Part-

nov.16

An excitin1 pro1ram of the best
of our entries, includin1 Short
Subjects from Canada, France,
Switzerland, Scotland, Yua:oslavia,
Italy, Enaland, Australia and the
United States.
All tickets for this proaram:' $2.50

saturday
2pm
lnt■rnallonal

Short

The title comes from one of the
slogans of the black anti -war
movement in Americ a. In the
film, three black veterans of the
war in Vietnam discuss their militant opposition to the war and
tell of their experiences. The most
powerful section deals with the
black veterans' feelings upon returning to racist America. as they
see it.
A sustained outcry against the
war and the effect it is havina on
the lives of the black American.
(New York Film Festival)

tween two generations, who ex. periences erotic inhibitions; the
maid, who dreams a sentimental
and romantic fantasy; and the
orphan, trying to fit into a sli1ht1y
sour and decrepit society. All
three are timid , sentimental, and
comic misfits, and all three are
martyrs.
At the end ·01 the film, you realize that this poetic fantasy, in
which Nemec has whimsically
caricatured our society, is significant to a whole generation. (U .S.
Martyrs of Love
Premiere)
Czechoslovakia B/W 73 Min .
Director: Jan Nemec
A fanta sy / tr iloSy'by the New
Cast: Petr Kopriva, Hana KuberWave Czech director, Jan Nemec.
ova, Josef Koneck
There is the clerk, caught be·

The first presentation of this program received e•cellent response
last year. In '68 we see an entirely
new program of the most exciting examples of this evocative
cinema-form: the art of the movie
title.
Sal Bass, USA
Maurice Binder, England
Francois Trauffaut, France
All tickets for this program: $1.50

7:30pm

7:30pm

7:30pm
The Ernie Game
Canada Color 90 Min.
1'.he "game" is life ... the rules
are Ernie's .. . and Ernie is weird .
Ernie is also funny, tragic, alien-

Tel■vl ■lon

FIim
Cornpelltlon

involving the head of a national
movement for independence in
an emergina Afri can country .
Lalubi, the idealistic Afric an
leader, is played by the fine American actor, Woody Strode. He is
betrayed by a traitor who gives
. information to the national l)OWer
force . . . this leads to Lalubi's
arrest and torture.
Valerio Zurlini , an intense and
well qualified director of the
)'OUng Italian school, has Poised
this gripping encounter with great
S.atad at His Right
care and constructed it with the
keenest psycholoaical insight.
(Seduto Alla Sua Oestra)
(U.S. Premiere/Cannes Festival)
Italy Color 95 Min .
A tautly dramatic and violent film Director: Valerio Zurlinl

Director: David Loeb Weiss

lvo Bajsic finishes his drink at
the bar on the roof of Zagreb's
tallest skyscraper. Then he jumps
to his death.
A most exciting psychOloa:ical
film , PROTEST beains with a
startling effect and with each succeeding scene, the excitement
mounts. Bekim Fehmiu, Yupl•
via' s outstandina young actor,
plays Bajsic, a man who experiences continual conflict because
he cannot stand the injustice of
society. His " protest" qainst artificiality brinas about his suicidal
end. (U .S. Premiere)
Director: Fedil Hedzic
Cast: Bek.Im Fehmiu, llija Dzuvalekovski, Neda Subotic

9:30pm
Con■t■llallon of The

Virgo

Czechoslovakia B/W 83 Min .
A contemporary love story about
a young soldier and his airl, Jana.
She comes to see Standa at an
air base just as his unit is alerted

Presentina the Festival Award
Winners in the Feature Film Catqory, Short Subject Film, Television Commercial and Student
Film Competitions.
All tickets: $3.75

Presentina the Festival Award
Winners in the Feature Film Category, Short Subject Film, Television Commercial and Student
Film Competitions.
(Identical Proaram to 6:30 pm
showina.)
All tickets: $3. 75

6:30pm

9:30pm

10:30pm

IIHt of The FHUval

IIHt of The FHllval ·

The FIim FHllval Ball

9:30pm
The Dap of MaltMw
Poland B/W 80 Min.
Matthew Jives in a solitary pface
in the forest with Otga, his sister,

ian people, is depressed. His days
are spent at the factory, his
nights passed in the company of
drinking mates or street walkers.
He becomes more hopeful when
he meets Gabi , a sensitive divorcee . But their happiness, at best ,
is turbulent . They must deal with
Feri , her former love, who has
been scarred by years of political
imprisonment. Vince realizes that
he must fight for his love.
A well performed and well moti vated love-triangle tragedy. (U .S.
Premiere / London Film Festival)
Director : Tamas Renyi
Cast: Gabor Koncz, Mari Torocski,
Istvan Degi

"The Tlll•Makers 18"

Screening the finalists of the Television Production Category, plus
a selection of the best International and United States Theatrical and Television Commercials.
Tickets complimentary by reservation.

nov.15

Demonstrating the diversity and
creative immensity of the Canadian National Film Board--eleven
film s, including: Universe, winner
of 23 international awards: 60
Cycles, winner at the Moscow
Festival ; and The Great Toy Robbery, the hilarious spoof of the
western film .
Tickets: $2.50 per program/$6
for Series.

Canada: Part 4

Hungary 8 / W 89 Min.
It is the early fifties Vince
Bognar, like most of the Hungar-

Seeking shelter from a storm, a
young man spends the night in an
isolated cottage on Lake Balaton.
His imagination begins to run
wild producina vivid scenes remembered from his adolescence
mixed with fantasies of youth. His
childhOod, his rebellions against
his parents, his first love-all are
seen in Fellini-like flashbacks. Pal
Sandor, the director, has a primary interest in childhood memories and the world of the
adolescent. A more beautiful portrait of these worlds cannot be
imagined . (U.S. Premiere)
Director: Pal Sandor
Cast : Gabor Ferenczi, Balazs
Tardi , Miklos Szurdi

"Bnt ol lhe Na-I
FIim-rd"

7pm

Deadlock

. ~ , , _.
Twelve films selected from the
best of the experimental productions of Canadian film-makers.
Included are prize-winnin1 animated, op, and "non-filmed" productions coverina experimentation in film over the past 20
years. •
Tickets: $2.50 per proaram/$6
for Series.

Canada: Part 2

5pm

3pm

wedn'day

9:30pm

Canada: Part 3

Educational FIim
Flnallats

nov.13

,~: ,, :-' i,.}t

"Cinema Y6rlt6"

12 Noon

J

fll1iiflll
ir,iDil

Three films selected for their excellent semi-documentary values:
Never A Backward Step
Notes ,or a Film A.bout Donna and
Gail
The House That Jack Built
Tickets : $2.50 per program/ $6
for Series .

Screening the finalists in the Educational Film Category, including
specifi c and general subject
films, and animated educational
films.
Tickets complimentary by reservation.

nov.12

12 Midnight

A four-part tribute to 30 years'
extraordinary work of the Canadian National Film Board.

A four-part tribute to 30 years'
extraordinary work of the Canadian National Film Board.
In an attempt to salvage their relationship, a photographer based
in London and an actress working
in Rome return to Positano,
where, two years earlier, they
began playing the game of love.
Now, there is a growing awareness that the same of k>ve, once
played, cannot be repeated. Before they are again united-in a
new relationship - a tense and
lonely separation must be experienced. Sensitive direction and
excellent performances. (U.S.
Premiere / Berlin Festival Winner)
Director: Enzo Muzii
Cast: Alfred Lynch, Annamaria
Guarnieri

playboy theater
november 9-17

R-.,tlon for
Mr. lllervyn LeRoy
''The -

sunday

The Museum of Contemporary Art
For Festival Guests attendina
Gala Openina Ni1ht.
Black Tie

ated , and cool. All of which
makes this engaging movie a
comedy, a love story and a traaedy. Ernie's rejection, or imagined rejection, drives him to fantastic schemes usually with traaic
consequences.
Don Owen, thirty-five year old
director of this National Film
Board / Canadian Broadcasting
Company co-production, has won
over a dozen film ;1wards for his
previous work, Nobody Waved
Goodbye. (U .S. Premiere/ Ber1in
Film Festival)
Director: Don Owen
Cast: Alexis Kanner, Judith Gault,
Jackie Burrouahs

and he is forbidden to leave the
base area. They will be separated
for a least a year. Defyina military
regulations, with the help of an
understandina squadron leader
and the men of the base, Jana
spends the niaht with Standa in
the barracks.
Director Brynych is one of the
most important )'OUl\8 Czech filmmakers; his last film, TH£ FIFTH
HORSEMAN IS FEAR, received
critical acclaim and numerous
prizes. (U .S. Premiere)
Director: Zbynek Brynych
(NOTE: This performance is a
benefit for the American Field
Service. For ticket information
call : FR 2-4830) .
at Marina City -McFetrid&e Hall
Black Tie
Donation: $35 per couple.
Call Mi 2-3348 for information.

I

'

.

'

'9:30pm
1nnoce,- Unprot■ct■d
Yugoslavia Cok>r I BW 80 Min.
This film is an old movie, and it
is a brand new movie; it is black

-P

9:30pm

who takes care of him. He is •
mature man, but he is hef P'es,s
like a child . . . lonety and altenated. He endeavors to take up
work and establish contact with
others, but au his attempts fail.
When Jan, a stran1er, enters
their home, Matthew knows he is
about to k>se his sister, and he is
forced 1o take his first totally
independent action . Director
Leszczynski, thirty-four year old
graduatl! of the Lodz Film School,
has created a touchint and dr•
matic first feature.
(U .~. Premiere/Cannes Festival)
Director: Witold Leszczynski

and white, but there is color; it
is a documentary, but it does not
seem factual; it is bizarre comedy, yet what wr,e see is not funny.
Innocence Unprotected WH a
film made by and starring an e•traord i nary Serbian ac robat
named Dra&Oljub Aleksic. That
film has been re-prepared, orn.
mented, and tenlffleneCf crutinc
a peculiar cinematic time machine. The film, like the man who
created it oriainatly,almost seems
to be hanlin& by its teeth, shOt
from a cannon, and run over by
a car. It is stranae and unforpttable. (U .S. Premiere/Berlin Festival Prize)
Director: Dusan Makevejev
One minute and fort)' seconds

.I

The Emperor and
the General
Japan B/W 158 Min.

past midni&ht, Auaust 14, 1945.
A meetina is beina held in the air
raid shelter below the Japanese
Imperial Patace. Atomic bombs
have been dropped on Hiroshima
and Naaasaki. The end is in siaht.
The next 24 hours will be Japan's
most critical.
This film Is an epic semi-documentary of the twenty-four hours
that sealed the fate of a nation. It
stars Toshiro Mifune, the leadin&
Japanese actor and was scripted
by Shinobu Hashimoto whose
famous screenplay, The Seven
Samurai, was directed by Kur•
osawa. (U .S. Premiere)
Director: Kihachi Okamoto

9:30pm
Every ._..rd A King
Israel Color 90 Min.

12 Midnight
Midnight Mad-

A arippina and tense adventure
of the si• day war between the
Jews and the Arabs; but it is an
insult to simply labef this a "war"
picture. The director, Uri ZOhar,
has given us a aenuinely "Israeli"
picture which not only conveys
the pulsatina atmosphere of the
country, but also the vital, w¥mly
funny and lovina nature of the
Israeli people. The photoaraptiy,
with its drivln& pace and abrupt
scene cuttina, and the battle
scene reproducina: the epic tank
battle of the war, are certainly
worth seeina.
Director: Uri Zahar
Cast: William Beraer, Pier Anpli,
Yehoram Gaon, Oded Kotler
Our Feature Attraction: The kin&
of the Chinese detectives supersleuths the mystertOUs murder of
a youna millionaire who freaks
out at a seance.
Extra A.dd«J Attraction: Chapter
Eiaht : The weird, Whisperina
Shadow .
. with Bela LuaosL
Even More Extra Added: Our annual "Six Weeks Too Soon New
Year's Eve CelebraUon" plus sur•
prises like cartoons, disties, hats
& hOrns!!!

A camp retrospective of " B" quality film from the thirties!

CJ
To Be Announced
12 MIDNIGHT

Subject Competition,

nov.17
sunday
1pm

Chic31o's Gerald Temaner and
Gordon Quinn display their developin1 film-makina method,
cinematic social inquiry, in two
l'teW films . , •
The fnqulrin1 Nuns- an experiment in the filmed Interview
form .
Thumbs Down-chronicle of a
teen-ase 1roup's plannina of an
anti-war Mass.

"Cinematic Soclal
lnqulry"-The Method of
Temaner/Qulnn

Part two

Screenin& of the entries in our
special competition The National
Anthem: a Contemporary Visualization and "Special" Industrial
Films of 1968.
All tickets for this proaram: $I.SO

Second Section of the best Short
Subject films from C.anada,
France, Switzerland, Sweden,
Scotland, Yuaoslavia, Italy, En1· 1and, Australia and the United
States, in an e•citin1 presentation.
All tickets for this procram: $2.SO

lnt■ rnatlonal

Subj■ct

9pm

7pm

4pm
Short

''Th■ Sp■clal

FIim"

Each Program (unless indicated) $2.50

Playboy 111Ntre Fnttval Box Office opena 5:00 p.m. Friday, November 1
1204 North Dearborn

Early feature P- (Any three "3 pm's") $5.00

BHI of The fHllvlll

Competition,

Canada SerlH (4 Parts) $6,00
Students (With current I.D,) and Senior Citizen■ (Over 65)-AII regular Featura FIim Programs- $1,50

Student P - (All events except: Opening Night, Ball, Beat of Festival) $30.00

Presentina the Festival Award
Winners in the Feature Film Cateaory, Short Subject Film, Tel•
vision Commercial and Student
Film Competitions.
Awartts Presentations.
All tickets: $3. 75

Ticket A-rvatlona I Program Information: 944-3434 (5 -10 pm Dally)
Chicago lnternaUonal FIim Ffltlval Headquarten: Ml 2-3111
Information on Group Aatea: Ml 2·3348

No mall ordert.
Each feature film program begin■ with the 1c:rNnlng ol a
National Anthem film entry, a flnallot lrom the
Tal..lalon Commerclal Competition and a Short SubJect.

The Chicago International FIim FNllval la a non-profit cultural - . , , . ,
All progr- and order ol ftlm■ ■ubject to change without notice,
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YOUR
by Conrad Pitcher
Contrary to past trimesters, the Northeastern community has , in the initial
weeks of this trimester, been subjected
to a substantial and varied array of
sometimes pleasurable , many times
exciting, and occasionally painful
political stratagem, Clearly such intense activity is surprising. Clearly ,
even when one takes into account the
politicalization potential of events
such as the Chicago confrontation, the
national elections, and recent c ampus
elections, the extent to which fellow
students have become involved is still
to be viewed with some astonishment.
However , regardless of any expectations , it remains that a politicalization, in some aspects a polarization ,
of many previously non-involved or noncommitted students has occured . Therefore, it is of some importance that we
begin to analyze not only the present
manifestations of student politicalization, but also its possible directions .
Simply, the tenor of the present crop
of student politics can be , with little
di ff i cu 1t y, see within the scope of
three (for the present) highly generalized groups :
1) Student elitists and opportunists,
for the most part reactionary in nature
and highly manipulative in their dealings with other students.
2) Students labeled by reactionary
and/ or status quo forces as either "too
liberal", "leftists ", or " them there
radicals''.
3) And finally those students, some
involved, many apathic , who are content with, or afraid to present real
challenges to the status quo.
Of the three , the third, those apathic
to, or content with the status quo,
seem the most dull , the mos t uncreative, and quite sadly , the most representive of our community. However,
they are not to be viewed without hope
- in fact one can see them as potentially the most exciting, at least most
powerful force within our community .
They need only to be awakened , to be
freed from an alien imposed sense of
helplessness . And it is at this point, ·
in a discussion or whether or not this
large body of apathic and many times
mistakenly content students should
be awakenned or merely continue to
be manipulated, that the first two
groups come into sharp and uncompromising conflict.
The first group, clearly self-styled
elitists, have great confidence· in their
own ability to handle responsibility
and power, but little or no confidence
in anyone else ' s ability . Thus, they
are the first to denounce as "subversive", as "radical " , or at best as
"illegitimate " , any real attempt to
redistribute responsibility so that it
begins to encompass a greater and more
representative portion of the student
community. Such elitism is reflected
in the attitude of a James Hansen
looking for ' ' quality instead of quantity'' , or in the flaunting, on the part
of Andrew Zelasko and the Progress
party of supposed down-state contacts,
and finally in Miss Rosen ' s expressed
desire "to preserve the Student Senate
as the · only legitimate voice of the
student body on campus." One might
suggest that most students would have
a hard time conforming to Mr . Hansen's
definition of "quality" . . . that Progress is simply full of " bull" . .. and
that in reference to Miss Rosen's sudden concern for the Student Senate,
that the only legitimate voice of the
student body is the student body .
It would be a good thing for students
to begin to understand, that it is the
elitists, the opportunists, who have
the most to gain by keeping students
apathic , by keeping student voice silent, or at best by directing it through
controlable channels such as the Student Senate . It would be good to begin
to understand that is is those who
would "uphold and use" the present
Senate Constitution, that it is those
who in the past have used that same

constitution to cripple the po\\'er of
our community, that it is those who
presently would foster an event stronger and more repressive ruling student
elite by encouraging that more priority
in all aspects of campus life be given
to fraternities and sororities, that it
is those students who are caught up
in a type of thinking that view the
mass of students as incapable, as
sheep to be led who are the elitists,
the opportunists, the judas goats within our community. And sadly, it is
such students, who when their elitism
is challenged, when their personal
power is threatened, who will respond
by redbaiting fellow students.
Our community need not fear "student revolts . '' Our community need not
fear a supposed "radical attempt to
abolish the senate.'' Our community
need not fear S.D.S . But our community
should be fearful of those who would
split our community , who would divide
us into Greek vs . independent, intellectual vs. jock . . . who would , redbating, turn student against student.
It is impossible to be excessive when
one speaks of the contempt one feels
for those students, who fearful of losing power or position, sink to redbaiting fellow students. And it is also
impossible not to respond to such a
tactic. Therefore, we must remember
that to build and strengthen our community, to survive the struggle, we
must be about the defense of our community . . . not only from those administrators who would suppress us, not
only from those on the faculty who
would dominate us, but also from those
students which feed off the political,
economic , and moral exploitation of
our communit y.
Hopefully it will be with the second
group, those labeled by reactionary
and status quo elements as "too liberal", as "leftists", as "radicals",
that a community can begin to look to
for the strength and committment neccessary to the building of a community;
necessary to be awakening of fellow
students, necessary to the defense of
hard won freedoms. And hopefully, it
is as participants in this second group
that all students, all administrators,
all faculty will begin to see themselves.
I realize that I have not clearly defined the second group, but I have
done this purposly . . . it is not for me
to define those who see themselves
within the context of that group, that
it is their task, they must build their
own community, they must define for
themselves what it means to be free,
what it means to be responsible, what
it means to be constructive. Simply, it
is not "time that students took control
of this campus," but rather it is time
that people bagan to organize to control their lives, not only on this campus but throughout all of society. It is
time to discard the rhetoric of the left
and the right . We have no use for the
past or the rhetoric of the past. We
must be about organizing our community, with its own rhetoric, reflective
of our present struggle and aware of
our future victories.
ThP Northeastetn
'
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ODE TO THE CAF
Dear Mrs. Strax:
Today I purchased a spoiled egg
salad sandwich at the front counter in
your cafeteria. I promptly returned that
sour tasting garbage to the counter at
which I purchased it, not for a refund
of the thirty cents I paid, but to regis ter my disgust with the policy of serving food that is, at least in my opinion,
unsafe for human consumption. I think
that it is unforgivable for the cafeteria
staff to endanger the health of the
people who rely on that facility by
selling them stale food, particularly
any with an egg or mayonnaise base.
I for one cannot continue to buy my
lunch as long as people are being taken advantage of in this preposterous
way.
Most Sincerely,
Penny A. Brehman
Member of NISC Staff

RAPS REICH
To Brian Reich and Others . . .
Within our ranks reside an esoteric
few who feel that Northeastern's level
of education is equal to the deepest
sewer in Chic ago. In the words of
Brian Reich, "the halls of Northeastern
are literally filled with morons''.
Well, because of you, Brian Reich, I
must regress to your level and 1 ab e 1
you a ''moron''.
It is quite a ludicrous thing for me to
defend education, since you, apparently, don't know what it is.
Education in the broadest sense,
should en ab 1 e one to understand, as
we 11 as withstand the countless perplexities of life. "The worth w hi 1e
education system not only teaches how
to get a 1 iv in g, but t e aches how to
live."
How can we con de m n a person because his grade point average falls
short of a meaningless minimum? A
Human Being is an intricate and delicate piece of machinery. It cannot and
should not be submitted to the brusqueness of a "five-point grading system".
When we start measuring students
with a strict calibrated yardstick, we
sacrifice individuality for expedience.
You say that Profess ors grade too
1en i en t 1 y?? Well congratulations to
Faculty members who feel that education is more than the memorization of
trivial facts.
Rodney Martel

NO PITCHER FAN
Mr. Pitcher:
Your articles in the September 23 and
October 7, issues of Print disturb me.
They disturb me because you think of
yours e 1f as a person who is a free
thinker, yet you are bogged down •with
terms and words instead of being free
to express creative ideas.
This society has no use for generali z at ion or narrowmindedness and you
display both qualities in your writing.
Statements such as "Youth has no more
· use for the past-today, youth builds its
own past," and "If 'aged America' is

·
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worth saving, if there still exist .a midst
the corrupted grime something redeemable, let youth seek it out. Let us see
the political pigs tried for their crimes;''
show your unnecessary hang - ups on
terms you must of heard from Rene
Davis or Tom Hayden.
You are against exploitation, yet you
seem to preach e x p 1o i t a t i o n of the
"old." Mr. Pitcher, the days of "Good
Guys" vrs. "Bad Guys" is over. A
youth against aged campaign is as ridiculous as an idea entertaining the
premise that youth is pure and the aged
are decadent. Human beings are a compromise of values not an asymetrical
configuration of rights or wrongs.
You have not made the analysis of the
"Chicago confrontation" clear nor have
I, but your mind is already closed and
I try to leave mine open. You are your
own pr is oner, Mr. Pitcher, do not accept lies but do not preach them yourself.
Sincerely,
Frank Anselmo

MORE ON
"MR. PITCHER"
Editor,
If one could ignore but a few incidents of borishness and illmannered
loud-mouthing he could say nothing
other than "Hurray!" for our first student rally. Mr. Richardson was stupendous, as always, in defending our student position through enthusiastic but
logical and respectable disagreement
to Dr . Goldberg's plan for eliminating
activity hours in favor of possibly more
convenient student programs. Student
representatives such as Sam Bender
stated our views clearly and concisely,
"we need activity hour."
But then . . . deluge! The audience did
not stop with just hissing and booing
as Dr. Goldberg tried to present his
ideas to us to be judged. No! Some discourteous imbeciles (and I am not being
fecetious) by their watching the clock
and yelling their displeasure to Dr.
Goldberg's taking up slightly more than
3 minutes of assembly time depriving
the whole student body from hearing all
the facts and, therefore, being able,
possibly, to make a just evaluation of
our situation. Furthermore, that kind
of behavior displayed by some displayed great disrespect not only to Dr.
Goldberg but to us Northeasternites as
well. On the other hand, the students
had 45 minutes to present the other
side of the story-our view that we want
to keep our activity hour at 1 pm Tuesday and Thursdays. Equality? We, fellow Northeasternites, were robbed of
our integrity ... by our peers! Not by
the administration and not by our professors and teachers but by a few lowgrade students.
O.K. ! We ignore it, right? So what?
What's integrity anyway? It cannot be
purchased at the local department store,
so it is non-existent. Do not be so narrow-minded, people. We travel miles to
discover unique and precious wonders
and civilizations. We dig and search
for years to find one valuable gem.
When we find it we take every precaution not to lose it. Do not lose your
honor to anything. It is too valuable.
It was a "small (?)" incident so the
rally continued. But then ... we Northeasternites received a degrading slapin-the-face that felt peculiarly similar
to the old "smile-to-our-face-and-knifein-the-back" routine "Mr. Pitcher" ascended the stage, and, immediately, he
transposed our well planned, intelligently pursued rally into something
that the National Guard might have to
be called out for on some other campus.
(Fortunately, most Northeastern students are more intelligent.) He was
vulgar, loud-mouthed, and, not until
the end of his at least 5 minute speech
did he stop screaming for a student revolt and, therefore, campus division into at least two warring factions, and

Continued on next page
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PITCHER Continued from pg. 4
nearly under his breath say, "We want
activity hour.''
Northeasternites, when we have such
wonderful spokesmen as Mr. Richardson
(and there are many others), we have
no use for a crude and disrespectful
speaker as was presented to us
October 15.
But I do not simply blame "Mr. Pitcher" for the tremendous disrespect
shown to us. It should have been the
job of the "men" in the audience,
whether they be teachers or students,
to give our final speaker a short lesson
in manners, but, at least, it should have
been the job of the audience to refuse
to be dominated by such low-class goings on.
OK, he was completely off the subject
and twisted the whole purpose of our
rally but ''Mr. Pitcher'' had no right to
talk to us in his vulgar manner-No
right! I have more respect for myself
than to condone such an address, and
I would hope that Northeastern Illinois
State College (and I do mean students,
faculty, and administration) would have
more respect for itself than to allow itself to be subjected to such an event.
Linda Curran

DISLIKES
ISC, PROGRESS

ct

Editor:
After reading over the platforms of
two major political parties, I've come
to the conclusion that they were designed to collect popular attention
rather. than face reality. If they are
innocent of this, then they have gross1y blundered on collecting true data
concerning government policies.
I'll give you an example. One of the
major planks for the Independent Student Caucus is, "Complete Control of
Student Fees and Allocations." The
I.S.C. supporting evidence is, "less
than 10% of Student Fees comes under
even partial student control. The expenditure of an overwhelming portion
of Student Fees remains in control of
powerful faculty and administrative
heads such as Dean Zimmerman and
Dr. Gangware." This statement lacks
a concentrated effort on intelligence.
If the Independent Student Caucus
bothered to read the Constitution and/
or attended the committee meetings
they would have learned the facts.
I.S.C . would have been surprised to
learn that a total of nine voting members are in that committee. Six of the
voting members are students, including
myself. The remaining three are faculty members; Mr. Ronald Wendell,
F i nan c i a 1 Aid Director, Mr. John
O'Donnell, and Dr. Gengware, chairman. These are the voting members.
Dean Zimmerman and Dean Pitts attend
committee meetings as non-voting mem-

Continued on next page
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PRINT SaysHad it with the Hotshots?
Had it with the hotshots? You should have. The wonderous array of senate
candidates that began the election with promises of student rights and liberation
are among the more unreliable and unverbal people on campus. Who were they?
The magnificient fifty that didn't bother to campaign. The fifty mute saviors of
the senate were the first to throw in the towel before they even won it.
Before the PRINT's election special came out, each candidate was given two
weeks in which he could make an appointment for an interview and photograph.
Where were Brunell, Lundberg, Nelson and O'Connell? Were these four saviors to
busy to afford a half hour in two weeks? These people didn't even bother to tell
the students their views, if, indeed, they had views. Why did they run for an office?
The answer may never be known.
The Independent Student Caucus, funded by the Peace Council, turned out a wall
poster - platform sheet called "Had it with the flotshots?" The ethics of Brunell,
Bluethman, Frapolly, Smolin, Smolka, Martel, Pitcher, Buntin, Zgoda, Gasper, and
Troiani the candidates on ISC, are questionable. The money for this publication
comes from the Peace Council. The Peace Council money comes from student
fees. Student fees come from you. Does the Peace Council represent all of you?
Then what right do they have to pay for a political endorsement of candidates that
don't represent us? No other group of aspiring saviors found it necessary to be
funded by a clnb or organization on or off campus.
The newly formed Progress Party, headed , founded, led, and dictated to by the
new demi-god Andrew Zelasko made the election into a joke. The platform of
Progress was half a steal from the Independent Student Caucus, and half from the
song "Go to your left, your right, your left". The party lists left-handed desks as
one of the items that it will try to promote after in office. If an entire party of
people can feel this is one of the most pressing problems facing an over-populated
college it is necessary to ask if they want to be elected because of their sense
of humor.
What about the saviors who made a valiant gesture to stop the radicals on the
right and on the left. Abby Rosen tossed her name on the ballot to stop the Hansens and the Pitchers and that was the last sound heard from her.
Don't forget either our incumbent senators who ran for re-election. They must
have run on their record, since they didn't make any attempt to sell the students
anything. Lack of communication has been a major problem of the senate and is
proven again by the various non-campaigning of Carroll, Constant, Gaspar, Gorski, Kirk, and Martin. These old saviors are as good as the new mutes ready to
take their silent places.
If by now you haven't had with these hotshots just look around at how well informed, ethical, and reliable these prospective senator-saviors are ; and you'll
know why the Student Senate looks like a Punch and Judy show.

Feature Editor Kathy Kwasny was responsible for the interviewing of most
of our Senate Candidates. Since many
unjust claims have been made that this
newspaper is slanted and unfair in its
coverage, we felt that Kathy deserved
some equal time to answer charges.
-Ed.
By the time this paper comes out the
stud e n t senate elections will have
come and gone, and the vi ct ors will
have their much s ought after power.
Yet I still feel a bit shaken by the
sense of responsibility which I saw
through meetings with the candidates,
and even more alarm at the purely unselfish motives which they displayed.
I, like other members of the Print
staff, thought this was the election that
was going to bring a change to the Senate. The number of people running
was quite impressive, considering there
were only 13 seats to be filled.
Having at one time run for the Senate,
I knew how important it was for the students to know the candidates. A single
picture and statement isn't ideal coverage, but it is the most an election had
recieved up fo this point. The idea was
fine - until we put it into motion.
A list was set up in a prominent place
for all candidates to make an appointment. The so-called responsible student leaders, in many cases, had to be
led away from their time consuming
activities in the coffee shop, to keep
these appointments.
I must admit that keeping appointments is difficult for many, including
myself, so I couldn't totally condemn
these responsible students, but when
in many cases they couldn't tell me why
they chose to run without "their campaign manager'' or only after they found
out why another candidate chose to
run, I tend to question their sincerity.
All in all I found the candidates to
be delightful people, especially after I
was called a "bitch", told what nerve
I had for trying to question some of the
candidates, told that after much chasing
a candidate just didn't want to be bothered, and informed that if certain parties were elected the Print would either
be abolished, or staffed with more efficient members. (Only after the Senate,
I hope!)
My only feeling after this election is
that we made some of the candidates
look more capable than they really were.
A real cause for dissent on their part!

Questions : Why do only a handful of Senators attend meetings 7
Where are the new "Interested" hotshots?
Will they do better now that they are elected?

The Photo Sue hates,
left, vs.
The one she picked,
right.

Editor:
It was a good thing that I re moved
myself from the Sen ate election because I have never seen a more damaging presentation of myself in a public
media as in the school newspaper. The
picture that you had used was a joke
and a hard cruel one that anyone could
have played on a candidate .
During the process, you were selecting a picture, I came down to your office and I had a chance to see the pictures that I took. I asked you to use a
certain picture but instead I saw a picture that was so devastating to my ego
that I f i n d it h a rd to b e 1 i e v e the
screening of your photography staff
was serious.
Please next time you do take pictures
of anybody, ask the person which one
they would want instead of blantantly
hurting a person's feelings. Also use
it don't just promise.
Thank-you,
Sue Gaspar

Miss Gaspar's attack on the photography department of this newspaper,
like other claims of bias and slanting,
cannot, in good conscience, be accepted by us without equal time. Allow Roger Bader, director of the photography department, to pres en t his
side of the story.
-Ed
Contrary to popular op1mon the job
of editing is not an easy one. Consider the work involved in preparing for
and organizing an assignment, also
allowing for a possible margin of error. You should be aware that you deal
with many individuals; many personalities and that a camera will only capture the essence of the subject being
photographed. Questions may and will
arise but the privelege of an editorship
is to make final decisions.
Photography Editor,
Roger Bader
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DISLIKES ISC, PROGRESS (Continued from page 5)
hers, in other words, advisors. Dean
Zimmerman is Director of Co-Curricular
Activities and so must be up-to-date
with all committees directly affecting
student areas . Dean Pitts carries the
responsibility of assurance that all
approved monies to each club are spent
with accordance to the committee.
I challenge the Independent Student
Caucus to follow up their wilq assertions with substantial proof. Otherwise apologies are in order to those
administrative heads who have been
charged with mis-use of funds.
Their next plank was the abolition
of President Sachs veto over the Student Senate. What veto power is this?
I challenge the Independent Student
Caucus to follow up this assertion
with substantial evidence .
I will agree that President Sachs is
the ultimate agent of the school thus
he must answer for the actions of
others under him. Obviously, he keeps
close contacts with the attitudes of
senators and students a responsibility
he practices in all levels of the colleges.
The next childish but humorous party
is the newly organized Progress Party.
A culmination of inexperienced, unknown, just met students . In less than
two weeks they have flooded the school
with so many leaflets and so many wild
promises resulting in an overdone
campaign where all the phony fronts
stick out like a sore thumb.
One of their most childish attempts
to win votes was a statement promising, "Our influence can get funds for

588-9850

.

Northeastern through our friends."
Andy Zelaskos' uncle must be L .B.J.
I ask how can a group newly organized before the elections, composed
generally inexperienced, students in
politics assure the student body that
millions of dollars would soon come
pouring in once we the naive students
vote for them .
They Suggested 2 dances to offset the
cost of student fees. Are they aware
that each dance must carry clear a
profit of $25,000 to show a sizeable
dent? Conrad Pitcher once stated,
''the estimated Student fee income for
1968-69 is $185,000.00."
Again the progress party show their
level of maturity calling for 20 left
handed desks in each classroom for
those poor left handed writers.
The Progress party again showed
their thoroughness on constitutionality
when one of their members was removed from the ballot because he was
a graduate running in the undergraduate
government. Three Cheers for Andy
Zelasko and his unprepared inexperienced unbelieveable Progress Party.
Thus, I must say the platforms of the
Progress and Independent Student Caucus were grossly inaccurate showing
the failure of both parties to prepare
a serious, concentrated effort toward
campaigning. Instead they both turned
to bizarre accusations, foolish promises hoping for success.

•
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TUNE-UPS
•
TRANSMISSIONS
STANDARD
BREAKES RELINED
RADIATORS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRES - BATTERIES

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

AUTO AIR
CONDITIONING

GO-GO-EUROPE
Girls interested in an independent trip
to Europe in summer of 1969-6-8 weeks,
$1,000-$1,200.
Call Robin AM 2-1532

FOR SALE
Gibson LGO Guitar
Like new Value-$130, Will
Sell for $80. Call 296-6202

ATTENTION!
Due to circumstances beyond our control it has been necessary for us to
adjust our hours.
Effective Nov. 4th, our new hours will be; 6:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.

Sincerely,
Edward Carroll

GOT SOMETHING
TO SAY?

C. V. 'S
Put it in Print.

SNACK SHOP

Gripes and opinions accepted in E45.

'Just a Real Good Place to Eat'
corner of

-Contributions must be signed.

KIMBALL and BRYN MAWR
JU 8-8135
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No ordinary love story....

II

•••

wishes to thank

a spirit of
impetuous youth ... "

.

.

Romeo and Juliet, the traditional
story of ill-fated lovers, is recreated
beaut if u 11 y in the Franco Zeffirelli
production. It portrays their tragic love.
But more than that, it is a timely comment on the relation between generations of today's s o c i et y. Romeo and
Juliet are headstrong and imp u 1s iv e.
Their families are feuding for reasons
no one remembers. Romeo and Juliet
must therefore sacrifice their love to
appease the antiquated beliefs of their
parents.

Leonard Whiting and Olivia Hussey,
as the youngest Romeo and Juliet ever
to play the roles professionally, portray on the screen a spirit of impetuous
youth that would be lost if the pair were
older. The superb acting and magnificent photography blend together making
this version of Romeo and Juliet a
· classic in itself.
Mickey Sagrillo
Lynn Musson

John Szwed
Speaks Here

Mrs. Zimmerman,
and

FOR 9 MO. OLD BOY
$1.50 PER HOUR

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB DRIVEN
UNDERGROUND
The Psychology Club has started an
experimental Free Film Series this trimester. The Purpose of the Free Film
Series is to utilize the existing resources of NISC.
The Psychology Club is showing all
the films in the film library pertaining
to the fields of Psychology, Anthropology and Sociology. One film is being
shown every Monday at 10:05 A.M. and
3:05 P.M., and one film every Thursday
at 10 :05 A.M. and 3 :05 P.M . The films
are being shown in the " D" tunnel
(due to overcrowding), just past the
"D " offices . There is (or will be) a
a poster listing the dates and titles of
future showings, in the "D" tunnel.

128-1514

a-11 those who
PROBES
COLLEGE
UNREST

watched po·l ls

Dr. Edward J . Sparling, founder and
President Emeritus of Roosevelt University, current 1 y chairing the independent Commission of Enquiry into
Convention week disorders in Chicago,
will probe current college unrest in an
address to the Chicago Ethical Society entitled "Students : What Do They
want? Where Are They Going? " to be
de 1 iv ere d Sunday, October 20th, at
10:45 a.m. in Room 801 of the Fine
Arts Building, 410 South Michigan.
A strong advocate of academic freedom , Dr. Sparling, a member of the National Committee and Advisory Board
of the American Civil Liberties Union,
has also been associated with the Illinois Commission on Discrimination in
Higher Education, the United Nations
Association, the Chicago Council on
Foreign Relations, the Mayor ' s Advisory C om miss ion on School Board
Nominations , and many similar bodies
at both local and national level.
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Smart Fashions For Women
539- 1450

Open Monday and Thunday Nights
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THIS $50.00 CARD FULLY PUNCHED
WILL ENTITLE YOU TO $3.00 IN TRADE
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Anthropos will be presenting the third
in its current Evening Speaker Series
on Nov. 12. John Szwed, ethnomusicologist at Temple University, will speak
on ''Musical adaptation among AfroAmericans. ' '
Then, in an effort to allow anthropology students the privilege of meeting the anthropology faculty, the Anthropos will work with the Anthropology
department to present, on November 13,
an Anthropology Tea. Also to be discussed at this time the new liberal arts
major in anthropology. Time and place:
2 :00 - 3:30 in the faculty dining hall.

Get Acquainted Offer
FREE$25.00 (Punched on your
Profit Sharing plan
with us.)
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- Mary Lattanzi
- Aaron Deemar
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If ever a team started a come-back while losing, it has to compare with Northeastern's cross country team ' s effort of October 17th at Trinity Christian. After
being trounced at the Rockford Invitational, the Eagles came up off the floor to
come to within three points of topping a tough Trinity Christian crew on their home
course.
Two Trinity runners led the fast pace race for over three fourths of the way until
they were overtaken by Sam Christian and Don Herrmann. The meet was run on a
cloudy , rainy, day and much of the course was no more than a path around the
campus , but the Eagles came _through in fine style.
Herrmann and Christian crossed the finish line together after covering the 4.4
mile course in 23:47 , their best time of the year. The Lancers took third through
sixth places to almost cinch their win, but Jim Paras gave it a good try in the
final half mile but just couldn 't overtake the two men ahead -of him. He finished
seventh, just seconds behind. Other Eagle finishers and their time and places
were Ray Schellong 9th, at 25:22, Larry Bernstein 10th, at 25:51, Hans Bass 11th,
at 26:07, and Tom Wheeler 13th, at 27:20.
· Perhaps the most outstanding comment on the entire race was made just after
the race began. Several members of the basketball team were running with the
Golden Guys , and one of them, Chico Czekalski took an early lead and held it for
the first half mil~. After seeing the fleet footed Czekalski sprint far ahead at the
start one Trinity Christian cheerleader was overheard by this reporter exclaiming
"look at him go , we don 't have a chance. "
Other hopeful hoopsters who jogged along with the field were Keith Brown, Rich
Wilkin, Jim Frohm, and Tim Blanchard.
Although we lost on points, the team picked up a real morale boos ter in coming
so close. This was the closest a Northeastern team has come to beating Trinity
Christian since we began competing with them two years ago. It is hoped that with
a few breaks and a lack of injuries, the Eagles will still be able to make this
season at least a partial success .
As far as the injuries are concerned, Ray Schellong appeared to have recovered,
for his only comment after the race was a joyful, " no headaches coach " . Phil
Horowitz ; the Eagles number one man is still sidelined with that stone bruise
which he has had for over a month and the immediate outlook isn 't very bright
concerning his recovery.
The most important meet that the Eagles have left on their schedule, now , is the
N.A.I.A. District 20 meet on the 26th of October at Lewis College. With some
luck , N .I.S.C. could well be among the leaders when the final results are recorded.
Dual Meet Scores
Trinity Chri stia n
26
NOR THEAST ERN ILLIN OI S 29

TOTAL RE CORD TO DAT E
Dual Meets
W3
L 7
Invitationals 3rd out of six in Northeastern Inv.
12th of 14 at Rockford Inv.

1

EAGL E DENNIS GRAZIANO RECEIVES HIS ATHLETIC SWEATER FROM COACH GERA L D
BUTLER .

Friday , October 18th is a day th at will long be remembered by the athlet es of
Northeastern Illinois Sta te Coll e ge . The reason : simple! Th at was the day the
people at Logan Knitting Mills fin a lly got around to finishing our awa rds, and
seeing as how they had been on order since the beginning of June , well, all I can
say is tha t they must ha ve had to raise the sheep to get the wool to make the
sweaters .
At any rate, after the shock of having them actually a rrive wore off, they were
presented to their delighted owners in a brief ceremony whi ch was held in the
gymnasium .
Northeastern letter sweaters were awarded to Joe Rossie, Tom Cbticchio, Rm
Czekalski , Jim Ftohm, Jay Lagambina , and Gordon Gustafson in basketball; Kent
Blake, Jim Dobner, Dennis Graziano, Brian Anderson, Dan Indelli, Jim Soboleski ,
and Tony Janda in baseball; Bill Pollakov, Dennis Dandeles , Ray Schellon g, and
Gunther Holz in tennis ; a nd Ralph Fries, Bill Kasten, Joe Ros sie and Mel Swieton
in golf.
Varsity letter jackets were given to Duke Gunter, Jerry Mikrut , Jesse Branson,
Pat Doyle, and Bill Baker in basketball ; Bob Sandt, Tom Shields , and W? lly Thiet
in baseball; and Dave Bogue, Bob Stelter, and Jim Marsh all in tennis .
Blankets, the highest possible award weren ' t given to anyone becaus e the
knitters forgot to ship them . However those who will eventually receive them a re
Rpd Browder, Doug DeVincent, Don Lau and Frank Collins in basketball; and
Bob Doer, Ed Kuhrt , and .Rich Lau in Golf.
There was one little incident which we all mana ged to take note of in our hour of
triumph, and that was the fact tha t after checking everyday for the en tire s ummer
to see if the awards had a rrived yet, Dave Gustafson wasn ' t e ven there to get
s weaters on time. Well , at least he wasn' t THREE MONTHS LATE.
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Dates of Performance:
Nov. 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23,
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S:JO P.M.

Fri., Sat ., Wed. , Thurs. , FrL, Sat.,
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Admission: $1.25 and $1.50 (Free w it h activities card)
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Business hours for the box o ffi ce a re 9-5 Mon.- Fri.
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